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be solved by a non-deterministic machine in polynomial time
[1], [2]. This class contains many problems that you usually
want to solve in practice, including the Boolean satisfiability
problem and the traveling salesman problem, a Hamiltonian
path to go through all vertices only once [3], [4]. All problems
of this class have the property that their solution can be
effectively verified. This problem has been studied extensively
since there is much interest in finding efficient methods for its
resolution and several methods have been proposed to solve the
problem, among them graph coloring, the simulated path,
genetic algorithms, among others [5]–[7].

Abstract:
Introduction: NP-Complete sentences are difficult problems
to find a solution since they are part of the set of decision
problems that can be solved in polynomial time. Some of them,
such as the Boolean satisfiability problem and the traveling
salesman problem, have been the protagonists of several
resolution methods, among them graph coloring, simulated
travel, genetic algorithms, among others. The allocation of
schedules is classified as one of them, which consists of
assigning a series of subjects to daily work schedules in an
educational institution or in a company. Although in some
educational institutions this work is easy to do, it is a problem
that involves programming and analysis skills. This is since
generally there is very little time to make a feasible schedule,
as well as other important factors such as the configuration of
the days, the subjects, the restrictions of teachers and spaces;
the professors whose subjects must be taught according to the
academic profile of each one; the classrooms where each
teacher must work and what subjects are related, among others.
Objective: propose an adjusted method for the problem of
assigning class schedules based on Graph Colorization and
Boolean Satisfaction (SAT) to be applied in an educational
institution in Colombia. Methodology: The Visual Basic 6.0
programming language was used as a tool, a powerful
programming system that allows to build applications quickly
and efficiently for Microsoft Windows. Results: The
experiments carried out show that, in all the test cases, the
algorithm based on graph coloring and Boolean satisfiability
SAT finds better solutions than those obtained with the manual
method, in a reasonable computational time. Conclusions: The
generated model allows obtaining schedules for each teacher
and each group of students. Although the problem was modeled
and solved specifically for just one educational institution, the
model allows adjusting to many scheduling problems in
different educational institutions and other workspaces,
providing great flexibility in resolution.
Keywords: Algorithm; Graph Coloring, Educational
Institution, NP-Complete; Boolean Compliance Programming;
Software

The aim of this work is to propose a new method for solving
the problem of assigning class schedules based on Graph
Coloring and Boolean Satisfaction (SAT). The proposal to
attack the problem of assigning class schedules in Educational
Institutions is prevent two or more teachers from being
assigned several subjects or groups at the same time in a single
day. The graph coloring algorithm is suitable because it
proposes a feasible solution since it is possible to do the
implementation by substituting the color entity for the groups
of an Educational Institution. After this, a solution is proposed
through Boolean Satisfaction (SAT); that is, it will show how
to translate the vertices and edges of a graph (G) to a set of
clauses in Conjunctive Normal Form (FNC). After having all
the clauses in Conjunctive Normal Form, the DPLL algorithm
(Davis-Putnam-Logemann-Loveland) will be applied to find
the SAT solution, to find the truth values that make the formula
in Conjunctive Normal Form satisfactory [2], [8], [9].
In this document the basic concepts about Boolean Satisfaction
(SAT), graph coloring and complete algorithms for the SAT
solution are presented. Some of the different methods that exist
for solving the class schedule problem through SAT and graph
coloring will be presented. At the end, the implementation in a
software project, the results obtained, and the respective
conclusions and future work are shown.

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
To solve the assigning class schedules problem, various
algorithms have been designed and solution strategies have
been applied. This paper explains the use of techniques based
on the SAT satisfiability problem and Graph Coloring;
however, it is worth mentioning only a few solution strategies
that have been implemented so far. This section will briefly
discuss an overview of the main techniques (algorithms or sets
of algorithms) and strategies (solution development).

I. INTRODUCTION
The problem of assigning class schedules consists of assigning
a class series daily for work schedules in an educational
institution and belongs to the NP-Complete problems. NPComplete problems are difficult to solve and are part of the NP
complexity class, which is the set of decision problems that can
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In Academic Assignment Model of Loads and Organization
of Schedules for UJAT, the scheduling problem was
represented, modeled as an Optimization problem. So many
hard and soft constraints are modeled for the problems of
academic load assignment (ACA) and class schedules
organization (OHC), as well as the definition of an objective
function for each problem [10]. This model is show in the
equations (1) to (8).


techniques are methods that consist in systematizing ideas, in
order to develop efficient algorithms capable of delivering
optimal solutions to the problem of assigning schedules [13].
In this research: Integer Programming Models for a Schedule
Problem for Universities, a problem of Schedule Programming
in Universities has been characterized, modeled, and solved
through Linear Programming, obtaining Models and Methods
that allow solving large problems in reasonable Computational
Times. Four Solving Methods based on Integer Linear
Programming were proposed to solve the problems. Two
Methods can obtain optimal solutions for any instance where a
solution exists. The first Method directly assigns classes to
periods and classrooms (Timetabling); the second assigns the
classes to periods and Classroom Types that later, by the
algorithm, assigns Classroom Types to specific Classrooms
that belong to each Type (Timetabling with Classroom Types).
These two named Methods allow problems solving satisfying a
desired Quality Level but in a high Computational Time,
existing large problems, in which it was not possible to obtain
results in a reasonable Computational Time [14].

Academic load assignment (ACA).
max 𝑍 = ∑ 𝑆𝑐𝑣.

(1)

𝑠𝑡
𝐻𝑐𝑣 = 0



(2)

𝑆𝑣𝑐 = 𝑤𝑒𝑎𝑘 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠.

(3)

𝐻𝑐𝑣 = 𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑔 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠.

(4)

Class schedules organization (OCH)

For this reason, two Methods were proposed that do not
guarantee obtaining optimal solutions and even finding a
solution, for instances in which there may be a solution. These
Methods are based on relaxing restrictions in a first stage that
increase the complexity of the problem, obtaining solutions that
allow setting variables and solving smaller problems for each
day in a second stage. Similarly, one Method includes assigning
directly to each classroom (Timetabling with Relaxation
Strategy) and another, initially assigning to Classroom Types
(Timetabling with Classroom Types and Relaxation Strategy).
For each proposed problem, a solution was found in a
reasonable Computational Time and satisfying a desired
Quality Level, for the last two Methods named above.

min 𝑍 = 𝑆𝑐𝑣. (5)
𝑠𝑡
𝐻𝑐𝑣 = 0

(6)

𝑆𝑣𝑐 = 𝑤𝑒𝑎𝑘 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠.

(7)

𝐻𝑐𝑣 = 𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑔 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠.

(8)

In Tabu Search-Based Algorithm for Class Scheduling
Problem, an algorithm based on the Tabu Search metaheuristic
is presented to solve the class schedules assigning problem at
the Computer Department of the Experimental Faculty of
Sciences and Technology of the University of Carabobo
Venezuela. The experimental results showed that, in general,
the developed algorithm produces better solutions than the
manual method, in terms of the quality of the schedules
obtained and the amount of time used to generate them [11].

University of Manizales Planning Software. This software
that works under Windows operating systems, was developed
with the FoxPro database manager, this software allows
manual, semiautomatic, automatic assignments of classrooms
and class schedules, also allows the management of teachers,
buildings, and faculties [15]–[17].

Academic Load Allocation Model using Genetic Algorithms
presents a computational model capable of finding the optimal
assignment of classes, teachers and schedules using a genetic
algorithm. Tests were carried out on the model, taking as a basis
the requirements in each period of the Computer Systems
Engineering (ISC) career at the Nuevo Laredo Technological
Institute (ITNL) and a list of available teachers and their
schedule, finding better results than those obtained manually
[12].

III. METHODOLOGY
The software for assignment of class schedules through
Boolean satisfiability was fully developed in the Visual Basic
6.0 programming language, this software was chosen because
it is a powerful programming environment, with which it can
be built quickly and efficiently applications for Microsoft
Windows. Regarding the database, it is necessary to point out
that the results will be stored in an Access file and will be read
by Visual Basic and will show the results in a user-friendly
manner. The purpose is to solve the problem of assigning class
schedules in Educational Institutions to prevent two or more
teachers from being assigned several classes or groups at the
same time in a single day.

Evolutionary algorithms for the resolution of a Timetabling
problem research method focuses on finding a solution to the
schedules allocation problem that exists in the teaching hours
of Engineering in Applied Computer Science and Civil
Engineering Computer Science of the University of Valparaíso.
The solution must satisfy a restriction set, which occur
frequently in the academic environment. To solve this
assignment problem, Evolutionary Algorithms were used,
which belong to the group of meta-heuristic techniques; those

The graph coloring algorithm is suitable because can propose
a feasible solution substituting the color entity for the class
groups of an Educational Institution. After this, a solution is
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created through Boolean Satisfaction (SAT); that is, it will
show how to translate the vertices and edges of a graph (G) to
a set of clauses in Conjunctive Normal Form (CNF). After
having all the clauses in Conjunctive Normal Form, the DPLL
algorithm (Davis-Putnam-Logemann-Loveland) will be
applied to find the SAT solution, to satisfy the truth values that
make TRUE the formula in Conjunctive Normal Form.

A teacher can only give a class to a group on the same day at
a certain time (equation (12))
(~D1H1G1M1P1 v ~D1H1G2M1P1) ^
(~D1H1G1M1P1 v ~D1H1G3M1P1) ^
(~D1H1G2M1P1 v ~D1H1G3M1P1) ^
(~D1H2G1M1P1 v ~D1H2G2M1P1) ^
(~D1H2G1M1P1 v ~D1H2G3M1P1) ^
(~D1H2G2M1P1 v ~D1H2G3M1P1) ^
(~D1H3G1M1P1 v ~D1H3G2M1P1) ^
(~D1H3G1M1P1 v ~D1H3G3M1P1) ^
(~D1H3G2M1P1 v ~D1H3G3M1P1) ^
(~D1H1G1M2P2 v ~D1H1G2M2P2) ^
(~D1H1G1M2P2 v ~D1H1G3M2P2) ^
(~D1H1G2M2P2 v ~D1H1G3M2P2) ^
(~D1H2G1M2P2 v ~D1H2G2M2P2) ^
(~D1H2G1M2P2 v ~D1H2G3M2P2) ^ (12)
(~D1H2G2M2P2 v ~D1H2G3M2P2) ^
(~D1H3G1M2P2 v ~D1H3G2M2P2) ^
(~D1H3G1M3P3 v ~D1H3G3M3P3) ^
(~D1H3G2M3P3 v ~D1H3G3M3P3) ^
(~D1H1G1M3P3 v ~D1H1G2M3P3) ^
(~D1H1G1M3P3 v ~D1H1G3M3P3) ^
(~D1H1G2M3P3 v ~D1H1G3M3P3) ^
(~D1H2G1M3P3 v ~D1H2G2M3P3) ^
(~D1H2G1M3P3 v ~D1H2G3M3P3) ^
(~D1H2G2M3P3 v ~D1H2G3M3P3) ^
(~D1H3G1M3P3 v ~D1H3G2M3P3) ^
(~D1H3G1M3P3 v ~D1H3G3M3P3) ^
(~D1H3G2M3P3 v ~D1H3G3M3P3)

Guidelines for the AHOSAT Solution. a) Conversion of the
problem from Assigning class schedules to Graphs. The initial
conditions are: The schedule for three classes is generated, the
three classes are taught by three different teachers, the number
of groups that receive the classes are three, the number of days
in the schedule is one and the number of hours that the groups
receive per day are also three. For the representation in the
software, we use one of all possible combinations (In fig. 1 we
show the problem as a graph).

DHG
CP1

DHG
CP2

DHG
CP3

Fig. 1 Graph initial conditions. Source: Author

Reduction of the graph to the Conjunctive Normal Form
(FNC): The graph must be converted to clauses and SAT
instances and this reduces a graph to clauses in conjunctive
normal form (FNC). In this state, the full DPLL method is
applied to solve the SAT satisfiability problem. Once the truth
values that satisfy the formula have been assigned, the variables
values are interpreted in the context of graphs from which the
color number is obtained, as well as the graph coloring.

Only one class can be taught in the combination of day, time,
and group (equation (12)).
(~D1H1G1M1P1 v ~D1H1G1M2P2 v ~D1H1G1M3P3) ^
(~D1H1G1M1P1 v ~D1H1G1M2P2 v ~D1H1G1M3P3) ^
(~D1H3G1M1P1 v ~D1H3G1M2P2 v ~D1H3G1M3P3) ^
(~D1H1G2M1P1 v ~D1H1G2M2P2 v ~D1H1G2M3P3) ^
(~D1H2G2M1P1 v ~D1H2G2M2P2 v ~D1H2G2M3P3) ^ (12)
(~D1H3G2M1P1 v ~D1H3G2M2P2 v ~D1H3G2M3P3) ^
(~D1H1G3M1P1 v ~D1H1G3M2P2 v ~D1H1G3M3P3) ^
(~D1H2G3M1P1 v ~D1H2G3M2P2 v ~D1H2G3M3P3) ^
(~D1H3G3M1P1 v ~D1H3G3M2P2 v ~D1H3G3M3P3)

The equation (9) is the general clause to solve the problem.
D = day, H = hour, G = Group, M = Class and P = Teacher
𝐷𝐾𝐻𝑖𝐺𝑖𝑀𝑖𝑃𝑖 where k = 1 and i = 1,2,3 (9)
The restriction is that any class can be assigned on any day
at any time and the clauses are grouped as shown in equation
(10).

A class can only be taught for one hour on the same day
(equation (13)).

(D1H1G1M1P1 v D1H1G1M2P2 v D1H1G1M3P3) ^
(D1H2G1M1P1 v D1H2G1M2P2 v D1H2G1M3P3) ^
(D1H3G1M1P1 v D1H3G1M2P2 v D1H3G1M3P3) ^
(D1H1G2M1P1 v D1H1G2M2P2 v D1H1G2M3P3) ^
(D1H2G2M1P1 v D1H2G2M2P2 v D1H2G2M3P3) ^ (11)
(D1H3G2M1P1 v D1H3G2M2P2 v D1H3G2M3P3) ^
(D1H1G3M1P1 v D1H1G3M2P2 v D1H1G3M3P3) ^
(D1H2G3M1P1 v D1H2G3M2P2 v D1H2G3M3P3) ^
(D1H3G3M1P1 v D1H3G3M2P2 v D1H3G3M3P3)
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(~D1H1G1M1P1 v ~D1H2G1M1P1) ^
(~D1H1G1M1P1 v ~D1H3G1M1P1) ^
(~D1H2G1M1P1 v ~D1H3G1M1P1) ^
(~D1H1G2M1P1 v ~D1H2G2M1P1) ^
(~D1H1G2M1P1 v ~D1H3G2M1P1) ^
(~D1H2G2M1P1 v ~D1H3G2M1P1) ^
(~D1H1G3M1P1 v ~D1H3G3M1P1) ^
(~D1H1G3M1P1 v ~D1H3G3M1P1) ^
(~D1H2G3M1P1 v ~D1H3G3M1P1) ^
(~D1H1G1M2P2 v ~D1H2G1M2P2) ^
(~D1H1G1M2P2 v ~D1H3G1M2P2) ^
(~D1H2G1M2P2 v ~D1H3G1M2P2) ^
(~D1H1G2M2P2 v ~D1H2G2M2P2) ^
(~D1H1G2M2P2 v ~D1H3G2M2P2) ^ (13)
(~D1H2G2M2P2 v ~D1H3G2M2P2) ^
(~D1H1G3M2P2 v ~D1H3G3M2P2) ^
(~D1H1G3M2P2 v ~D1H3G3M2P2) ^
(~D1H2G3M2P2 v ~D1H3G3M2P2) ^
(~D1H1G1M3P3 v ~D1H2G1M3P3) ^
(~D1H1G1M3P3 v ~D1H3G1M3P3) ^
(~D1H2G1M3P3 v ~D1H3G1M3P3) ^
(~D1H1G2M3P3 v ~D1H2G2M3P3) ^
(~D1H1G2M3P3 v ~D1H3G2M3P3) ^
(~D1H2G2M3P3 v ~D1H3G2M3P3) ^
(~D1H1G3M3P3 v ~D1H3G3M3P3) ^
(~D1H1G3M3P3 v ~D1H3G3M3P3) ^
(~D1H2G3M3P3 v ~D1H3G3M3P3)

// if it is contained but with the
opposite sign, it removes only the
clause.
{
Cs = C – {var};
If Cs = =  then {
Ss = {0};
Break;}
Else Ss = Ss  {Cs}
}
Else Ss = Ss  {C}}
Else if valor = = 0 then
If S = = {C}  var  C then Ss = = {1}
Else for all C  S
If var  C then {
If C = {var} then {
Ss = {0};
Break;}
Else {
Cs = C – {var};
Ss = Ss  {Cs}}
Else if var  C then;
Else Ss = Ss  {C}

Inputs: S: Set of Clauses. It is assumed that in S there are no
repeating clauses, and that no clause has repeating literals, V:
Set of propositional variables that occur in S. Outputs:
"Satisfactory", "Unsatisfactory". See algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2. Pseudocode DPLL

DPLL(S):
If S = {{1}} then return “Satisfactible”,
If {0}  S then return “Insatisfactible”,
DPLL2: if {L}  S then {
If L = var then simplify (var, 1, S, Ss)
Else if L = var then simplify (var, 0, S, Ss)
DPLL(Ss)}
DPLL3:{ Select (var, V);
Simplify (var, 1, S, Ss)
If DPLL(Ss)=“Satisfactible” then return (“satisfactible”);
Else if DPLL (Ss) = “Insatisfactible” then
{Simplify (var, 0, S, Ss)
DPLL(Ss)}}

Once the problem is presented in clauses in Conjunctive
Normal Form, the DPLL algorithm is applied for the SAT
solution, to find the truth values that satisfy the formula. The
pseudocode is shown at algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1. Pseudocode select and simplify

Select (var, V): var is selected from a set V of
proportional variables, once selected, var is removed
from the set V.
Var = applied clause
Value = 1 or 0
S = complete set
Ss = Return value (S simplified)
C = Each clause.
Satisfactible(S):
If S = = {1} then true,
Else false
End
Insatisfactible(S):
If S = = {0} then true,
Else false
End
Simplify(var, valor, S, Ss):
Ss = ;
If valor = = 1 then
If S = = {C}  var  C then Ss = {1}
// if the set has only one clause, return set 1
otherwise retrieve each clause.
Else for all C  S {
If var  C then;
// if it is contained with the same sign,
the entire group is eliminated.
Else if var C then

IV. IMPLEMENTATION
To solve the schedule generating problem, data type
structures and function modules were created in Visual Basic
programming language necessary to implement the DavisPutman SAT solution algorithm were used.
The list of data structures and function modules created for
the project are a list of structures: Clause and condition
structure and a list of function modules: GenerationFNC and
AlgorithmDP
Structures are complex data types in a programming
language that are used to represent sets of data that can be
manipulated by the program as complex units made up of
different data types.
The Clause structure is used to represent a variable within the
universe of schedule variables, this variable is composed of the
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following definitions: a unique "identifier" value used to record
the clause, a "day" value that represents the day on which the
variable can be assigned within the schedule, a value "hour"
that represents the time of day in which the variable can be
assigned within the schedule, a value of "user" that represents
the teacher's code, a value "class" That represents the class code
and a "group" value that represents the group code to which the
schedule will be assigned. The structure in code of the Visual
Basic programming language as shown in algorithm 3.

of conditions) and "v" represents the logical disjunction
variable (in this case of conditions). The prototype of the
Generation_FNC function is Public Sub Generation_FNC()
The getClause function is responsible for returning a clause
stored in an array of clauses or variables set for the problem,
considering the identifier. The values entered by parameters are:
"value" is the unique identifier of the clause and "clauses ()" is
the array that contains all the clauses or variables proposed for
the problem. The prototype of the getCover function in the is
Private Function getClosure (ByVal value As Integer, ByRef
clauses () As clause) As clause.

Algorithm 3. Public type clause

Public Type clausula
identifier As Long
day As Long
hour As Long
user As Long
class As Long
group As Long
End Type

The assignGroupClass function allows assigning to a
condition the group to which it belongs (grouping conditions
means that they are part of the FNC structure together with
other conditions by means of the symbol "^" conjunction)
considering premises such as the day, the group, and the class
to assign within the schedule. The values entered by parameters
are: "conditions ()" array that contains the conditions in FNC
form, "clauses()" is the array that contains all the clauses or
variables set for the problem and "clause" is the variable to
which group assignment is in progress. The prototype of the
AssignGroup
function
is:
Private
Function
assignGroupClass(ByRef condition() As condition, ByRef
clausule() As clause, ByRef clauseActual As clause) As Integer

The condition structure is used as a data type that represents
a condition that must be fulfilled for the hour assignment
through the SAT solution. The structure must contain an
identifier that represents the clause unique number that will be
identified with the condition, a sign value (1 or -1, true or false
respectively) that represents the Boolean result after evaluating
the condition, a value that represents the group to which the
condition belongs and a constraint value that represents the
constraint number to which it belongs. This structure is used
directly by manipulating the Boolean value to find the solution
to the time assignment problem with the Davis-Putman SAT
algorithm. The structure in code of the Visual Basic
programming language as shown in algorithm 4.

The function assignGroupProfesor allows assigning to a
condition the group to which it belongs, considering premises
such as the day, the time, and the teacher to be assigned within
the schedule. The values entered by parameters are: "conditions
()" array that contains the conditions in FNC form, "clauses ()"
is the array that contains all the clauses or variables set for the
problem and "clause" is the variable to which group assignment
is in progress. The prototype for the assignTeacherGroup
function is: Private Function assignGroupProfesor (ByRef
conditions() As condition, ByRef clausule() As clause, ByRef
clauseActual As clause) As Integer.

Algorithm 3. Public type condition

Public Type condition
identifier As Long
sign As Long
restriction As Long
group As Long
End Type

The function assignGeneralGroup allows assigning to a
condition the group to which it belongs, considering premises
such as day, time, and class. The values entered by parameters
are: "conditions ()" array that contains the conditions in FNC
form, "clauses ()" is the array that contains all the clauses or
variables proposed for the problem and "clause" is the variable
to which group assignment is in progress. The prototype of the
assignGeneralGroup
function
is:
Private
Function
assignGeneralGroup (ByRef conditions () As condition, ByRef
clauses () As clause, ByRef clauseActual As clause) As Integer.

The GenerationFNC.bas module contains the necessary
functions to generate the group of conditions in conjunctive
normal form FNC that will be evaluated by the Davis-Putman
SAT solution algorithm. The module contains the function
Generation_FNC that generates the conditions structure in FNC
(conjunctive normal form). For the Davis-Putman SAT
algorithm used to solve the problem of generating schedules,
the different conditions must appear in FNC, below, a pseudocode is shown to illustrate how the structure generated by the
function is at equation (14):
{X11 v X12}^{X21 v X22}^{X31 v X32}^{X41 v X42}^
{~X11 v ~X12} ^ {~X21 v ~X22} ^ {~X31 v ~X32} ^
{~X41 v ~X42} ^ {~X11 v ~X31} ^ {~X12 v ~X32} ^ (14)
{~X11 v ~X21} ^ {~X12 v ~X22} ^{~X21 v ~X41} ^
{~X22 v ~X42} ^ {~X31 v ~X41} ^ {~X32 v ~X42}

The fitArrayString function is a utility function that allows to
resize the String array to fit the desired size considering the
number of String elements. The values entered by parameters
are: "strings ()" which is the array of String to be adjusted and
"quantity" which is the size to which the arrangement is to be
adjusted. The prototype of the fitArrayString function is: Public
Function fitArrayString (Strings () As String, Amount as
Integer) As String ()

Where X11, X12, X21 ... X42 are problem conditions that will
be evaluated by the Davis-Putman SAT algorithm, the symbol
"^" represents the logical conjunction of variables (in this case

The function fitArrayConditions is a utility function that
allows you to resize the Condition array to fit the desired size
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considering the number of elements that the Condition structure
contains. The values entered by parameters are: "conditions ()"
which is the arrangement that contains the elements of the
condition structure to be adjusted and "quantity" which is the
size to which the arrangement is to be adjusted. The prototype
of the function adjustArrayConditions is: Public Function
adjustArrayConditions (conditions () As condition, quantity As
Integer) As condition ()

value (true or false) for any of the conditions that is part of the
group. The values entered for the parameters are:
"conditionEvaluated" that represents the condition for which
the Boolean value will be assigned, "value" Boolean (1 or -1
for true and false respectively) and "conditions ()" array
containing the conditions in FNC form. The prototype of the
quantityGroup function is: Public Function Simplify
(conditionEvaluated As condition, ByVal value As Integer,
conditions () As condition) As condition (). This function
receives the condition to be evaluated, the value that is assigned
to the condition and the group of conditions. This returns the
simplified group of conditions.

The function adjustArrgloClausulas is a utility function that
allows you to change the size of an arrangement type Clauses
to fit the desired size considering the number of elements of the
Clause structure it contains. The values entered by parameters
are: "clauses ()" which is the arrangement that contains the
elements of the clause structure to be adjusted and "quantity"
which is the size to which the arrangement is to be adjusted.
The prototype of the function fitArrangeClausulas is: Public
Function fitArrangeClausulas (clauses () As clause, quantity As
Integer) As clause ()

The group quantity function is a utility function and indicates
whether the first condition belongs to a group with a single
element, within the set of grouped conditions. The values for
the entered parameters are: "conditions ()" array containing the
conditions in FNC form. The prototype of the quantityGroup
function is: Private Function quantityGroup (conditions () As
condition) As Integer

The findIndex function allows you to find the location of a
subject within the group of subjects established for the group.
The main purpose of this function is to help generate the clauses
or variable that will be resolved by the Davis-Putman SAT
Algorithm, where each variable is represented by the values
day, hour, teacher, class, and group (DiHiGiXiMi) where i =
0 ... n for each variable. The prototype of the findIndex function
is: Private Function findIndex (userxassignment () As String,
index As Integer, key As String) As Integer

The getSoloGroup function is a utility function that allows
you to obtain the identifier of the group to which the current
condition that is being evaluated with the Davis-Putman SAT
algorithm belongs. The values entered for the parameters are:
"identifier" unique value that identifies the condition (same
identifier as the clause) and "idGroup" value that represents the
unique identifier of the group and "conditions ()" array that
contains the condition type elements that they are evaluated by
the SAT algorithm. The prototype of the getSoloGroup
function is: Private Function getSoloGroup (ByVal identifier
As Integer, ByVal groupid As Integer, conditions () As
condition) As condition ()

DPL algorithm module contains a set of functions that will
be detailed. The initiators function allows to initialize the arrays
of clauses and conditions that will be used to store the variables
and their results after evaluating the different variables
(translated into conditions) with the Davis-Putman SAT
algorithm. The prototype of the initiators function is: Public
Sub initiators ()

The validateGroup function is useful and allows you to
validate if a group (grouping of conditions) has already been
previously omitted by the evaluation of the Davis-Putman SAT
algorithm. The values entered by parameters are: "group"
unique identifier of the group, "groupOmitidos ()" array that
contains the identifiers of the groups already omitted by the
SAT algorithm and "quantity" number of elements in the array
of omitted groups. The prototype of the validateGroup function
is: Private Function validateGroup (ByVal group As Integer,
ByRef groupsOmitidos () As Integer, ByVal amount As Integer)
As Integer

The AlgorithmDPLL function represents the Davis-Putman
SAT algorithm that evaluates the different conditions (they
represent clauses or variables) and generates a satisfiability
result that allows generating a Class Schedule. The values
entered for the parameters are: "conditions ()" array containing
the conditions in FNC form. The prototype of the
AlgorithmDPLL function is: Public Function AlgorithmDPLL
(ByRef conditions () As condition) As String.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The function writeSolution represents the first utility
function of the Davis-Putma SAT algorithm, its main task
assigning the Boolean value (1 or -1 for true and false
respectively) assigned by the evaluation of the Davis-Putman
SAT algorithm for a specific condition. The values entered for
the parameters are: "condition" represents the condition to
which the Boolean value will be assigned, and "value"
represents the Boolean value to be assigned: Public Sub
writeSolution (conditionActual As condition, ByVal value As
Integer)

The SAT Boolean satisfiability-based class scheduling
algorithm was implemented in the Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0
programming language and Microsoft Access. The program
was tested with several test cases to determine the solutions
quality and in turn, compare the results with those obtained
through the manual method.
The following test was carried out for six groups of Marco Fidel
Suarez Educational Institution of the Municipality of Andes, on
any given day of the week with six teachers who teach each of
the classes. The software presented a feasible schedule to be
taught at the institution. The software solution can be seen at
table 1.

The Simplify function represents the second utility function
for the Davis-Putman SAT algorithm, its main task is to
simplify a specific group of conditions considering a Boolean
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Table 1. Assignment of class schedules for the 10th and 11th groups, with their respective teachers on one day of the week.
Source: Author
Group
H

11A

11B

11C

10A

10B

10C

1

Gym - T1

English - T2

Computers - T5

Math - T6

Chemistry - T4

Spanish - T3

2

Spanish - T3

Computers - T5

English - T2

Chemistry - T4

Math - T6

Gym - T1

3

Computers - T5

Math - T6

Chemistry - T4

Spanish - T3

Gym - T1

English - T2

4

English - T2

Chemistry - T4

Math - T6

Gym - T1

Spanish - T3.

Computers - T5

5

Chemistry - T4

Spanish - T3

Gym - T1

English - T2

Computers - T5

Math - T6

6

Math - T6

Gym - T1

Spanish - T3

Computers - T5

English - T2

Chemistry - T4

Procedia Computer Science, 2019, vol. 150, pp. 410–
415, doi: 10.1016/j.procs.2019.02.071.

VII. CONCLUSIONS
The problem of assigning class schedules is extremely
complicated due to the restrictions that vary according to the
policies and rules of the educational institution where it is
required, as well as the criteria with which said restrictions are
applied.
The generated model allows obtaining schedules for each
teacher and each group of students. Although the problem was
modeled and solved specifically for the educational institution
Marco Fidel Suárez of the Municipality of Andes Antioquia;
The model allows adjusting to many scheduling problems in
different educational institutions, providing great flexibility in
resolution. The algorithm based on graph coloring and Boolean
satisfiability SAT for assigning class schedules has been
developed, tested with real data, and compared with results
obtained through the manual method.
The experiments carried out show that, in all the test cases,
the algorithm based on graph coloring and Boolean
satisfiability SAT finds better solutions than those obtained
with the manual method, in a reasonable computational time.
This leads us to think that the algorithm should, in general, find
good solutions to the problem of assigning class schedules at
the educational institution in the municipality of Andes.
Comparisons in the distribution of academic load obtained by
the satisfaction algorithm and the manual process, showed that
the solution proposed by the SAT algorithm is better.
For future work, the following recommendations are given
research for other possible secondary restrictions, and their
corresponding terms in the cost model, to improve the quality
of schedules.
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